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Second Level
Follow this Learning Pathway 
with your learners to discover 
the fundamentals of our planet’s 
weather systems. Also explore the 
science behind some examples 
of both everyday and extreme 
weathers through reading, videos 
and practical experiments. Travel 
the globe to explore some of 
the ways that climate change is 
affecting the weather in different 
regions before taking a look 
at how the our weather can 
supply us with an abundance of 
renewable energy.

Our Planet’s Weather

Learning Outcomes

By comparing my local area with a contrasting area outwith Britain, I can investigate the main 
features of weather and climate, discussing the impact on living things. 
SOC 2-12a

I can apply my knowledge of how water changes state to help me understand the processes 
involved in the water cycle in nature over time. 
SCN 2-05a

Through exploring non-renewable energy sources, I can describe how they are used in 
Scotland today and express an informed view on the implications for their future use. 
SCN 2-04b

I can investigate the use and development of renewable and sustainable energy to gain an 
awareness of their growing importance in Scotland or beyond. 
TCH 2-02b

1. The Sun’s Power
Read about how the sun’s energy causes wind: resource

Then try out this experiment to introduce the link between temperature and air pressure and 
why warm air is said to rise: video

https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_e1d6283814434f91acd65ad9828d26af.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLRhm2Uee3E
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 2. Clouds and the Water Cycle
This ‘cloud in a bottle’ demonstration shows why high pressure means a clear day, and low 
pressure will often bring cloudy weather: video

The Sun also powers the water cycle, moving water around our planet via clouds and 
precipitation: resource

This activity pack will tell you everything you need to know about Cloud Spotting and give 
you tools to try it today: resource

3. Weather Extremes
Find out why tornados form and make your own in a bottle: resource

Do you remember the thudersnow of 2020? Read about what caused it: resource

Tropical Savannas have very different weather patterns to our own. Find out more and make 
your own wildlife watering hole: resource

Read about Antarctica, the world’s coldest desert, and the work of the British Antarctic 
Survey: resource

4. Weather and Climate
Watch this short video to quickly learn the difference between weather and climate: video

Scotland’s windy weather is helping us beat climate change!  Watch the video to find out 
how and make your own pinwheel turbine: resource

Another source of renewable energy is directly from the sun! Many countries around the 
world have the potential to harness this a lot more than we do in Scotland: video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QV9f_44PsY
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_1154c3ff1bce4374a7f5ab3841f1726a.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_ca2531aa6c344c878b4abf758dd81a89.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_ffaa8dffaf5c4c9b98974c77099ac7da.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_627a9895aaa4443595578369048e2e97.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_fc168b3f76f64c9bab2d71233b563400.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_415112d2ac2b4b809cc4c5388c6450df.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeZ3rzDqMrU
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_c87cbb9dd6ad4a9bb004d33e47c1edf5.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71rgz6VSImQ

